👋

Hi!
Welcome to the
Championing Coastal
Coordination (3Cs)
Workshop 3!

9.30 - 9.35

Welcome!

Goals
Examine the likely impact of climate change on our coasts

Agenda
9.35am - 10.00 am | Let's get to know each other

Reminder
No idea is a bad idea

Explore the current management of this impact

10.00 am - 10.10am | Introduction

Leave space for everyone to contribute

Explore potential adaptations to climate coasts

10.10 am - 11.30 am | Part 1

Capture your exciting conversations

11.30 am - 1.00 pm | Lunch Break

Have fun!

Build a strong & resilient group of stakeholders

12.30 pm - 1.00 pm | Chat Room
1.00 pm - 1.15 pm | Current data
1.15 pm - 1.55 pm | Part 2
1.55 pm - 2.00pm | End of session

👍

Ready?
Let's get
started!

Step 1
Tell us about
yourself!

5 mins

9.35 - 9.40

Tell us about yourself!

😃

Tell us a bit about yourself
Simply copy & paste one of the sticky notes below and
put in your answer for each question. Please make sure you are not using someone
else's spot!

1

2

3

4

Robin
Daniels

Justine
Carrion-Weiss

Charlie
Richardson

David Petts

What's your title / job
position?

Innovation
Stategist

Innovation
Strategist

Associate
Professor

Archaeology
Officer

What organisation do
you work for?

The Blooming
Platypus

The Blooming
Platypus

Dept of
Archaeology,
Durham University

Tees
Archaeology

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

because we have
to protect our
beautiful planet

If we want the right
future we need to
adderss the bigger
problems

Wider social
implications - but
specific interests in
impact on heritage

Impact on
people &
heritage

How do you feel about
today?

excited

Looking forward
to working with
you all!

What's your name?

Intrigued

Will it deliver
anything useful

5

Jennifer
Morrison

Senior
Archaeologist

Environment
Agency
Save the planet,
humans and
animals

interested to see
what the output
will be

6

7

What's your name?

Ceri Gibson

What's your title / job
position?

CEO

What organisation do
you work for?

Tyne Rivers
Trust

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

How do you feel about
today?

We've talked and commented
for years. We need to find
ways that every sector can
genuinely contribute together
to resilience

Enthused

8

Clare
McCarty

Marine Planner
(north east)

Marine
Management
Organisation

wide ranging
impacts

Excited to learn more
about historic environment
and cultural assets in the
North East

9

10

Peter Allen

Sarah Scarr

11

12

What's your name?

13

14

15

Nick Brodin

Stephen
Brend

Seb Pitman

Marina
Piper

What's your name?

Project
Officer

Coastal
Geomorphologist
/ Lecturer

Destination
Tweed - Assistant
Proejct Officer

What's your title / job
position?

Tweed
Forum

What organisation do
you work for?

Changing
behaviour

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

Fascinated

How do you feel about
today?

Antony Firth

Coastal Project
Officer

Scarborough
Borough Council

Of course. Working in the coast,
sea level rise and ocean
warming is going to alter coastal
ecosystems and make coastal
communities more vulnerable.

Interested

Heritage &
Countryside
Manager

Hartlepool
BC

Because it
impacts on our
every day work
and we can play a
part in changing
that

Interested
to share
ideas

Head of Marine
Heritage Strategy

Historic
England

Climate change
presents risks to
heritage assets, but
also opportunities to
inform and build
community
resilience

Interested!

What's your title / job
position?

Partnership
Officer

What organisation do
you work for?

Berwickshire and
Northumberland
Marine Nature
Partnership

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

Biggest
long-term
threat facing
society

How do you feel about
today?

Curious and
interested to
hear people's
views

Wild Oysters
Project/Groundw
ork

Frightening
& urgent

Interested

Newcastle
University

Core to
understanding how
our coast will change

Interested to meet
others working in
this space locally

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Now, let's share back
with the rest of the
group!

25 mins

9.40 - 10.10

Championing Coastal
Partnership
Workshop 3
Historic Environment
& Cultural Assets

10.10 - 10.20

How might we address
challenges in historic
environment &
cultural assets
resulting from climate
change?

Step 1 - Reflection
How is your
organisation/partnership
/consortium currently
addressing issues
resulting from climate
change?
15 mins

10.20 - 10.35

Step 1 | Team 1 - Justine Carrion-Weiss

10.20 - 10.35

Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
How is your organisation/partnership /consortium currently addressing issues resulting from
climate change?
how do
we inform
change?

Organisations
same things
apply in the
fresh water
environment

good
intentions
are often
short sighted

HISTORIC
ENGLAND

putting out an
heritage and
climate change
strategy MARCH 22

contribution
that heritage
can make to
reducing CO2

avoid
building new
things when
not needed

more of an
iterative
process is
needed
there are other
solutions than
engineering
ones

soft
landscaping

like making old
building more
usable as
opposed to
destroying them

increasing
coastal
resillience

climate
change
adaptation
on heritage

Partnerships

hard vs soft
engineering
solutions

carbon
sequastration

public
engagement

different of
lispan, but also
likely impact
on heritage

coastal
path - tell
stories
about

people see
engineering
solution as the
only way to
address climate
change

LT stories
of climate
change and
evidence

Durham haven't
done much, but
becoming
increasingly
interested in that

potential for
making
partnership
and discuss
with others

coastal dune
landscapes
for example

schedule
monument medieval town
in Hartlepool

were told
to put up
a big wall

talk a lot with
the public
about the link
between past
and present

trying to
attract people
in the different
places

what is the
likely impact
on local
communities

facilities,
inclusion
and
engagement

behavioural
change

encourage
sustainable
tourism

having a lot
of events to
engage and
learn

manage
and use
what you
have

major
schemes of
habitat
creation

significant
changes to
the
monument

put at risk
heritage assets
of national
importance

powerful
organisations
deciding that their
apporach is the
BEST one, but
negative impact on
others

long and
frustrating
process

helping for public
communications

Newcastle
UNi
geography

fishing
industry
having an
impact on a lot
of heritage

River's
Trust
about
community
engagement

involving
people in how
the landscape
is changing

rebuilding sea
defence where it is an
heritage asset

Tees
estuary

Consortium
dealing with
modern
threatened
heritage
resources

fresh
water side
of things

very
sensitive to
sea level
rise

engages
in 2
ways

Durham
UNI point
of view

that aren't
causing as
many
problems

EARLY
DIALOGUE
IS NEEDED

5-10 year
monitoring

limit the
impact as
much as we
can and split it

discover more
sites, what's at
risk and what's
of interest.

we can see
what's on
the beach

reactive surveys
about the coastal
sites beforeduring - after
storm events

LT
measuring
of impact

problem

people don't
understand
the LT impact
of initiatives

put in place a
sensible program
of monitoring
over a long period
of time

once you've
done your
work, you can't
walk away

we don't
always know
what's
underwater

but we
can have
a guess

lasers,
camera,
etc.

goal- come
up with
predictive
capability

what is
likely to be
impactful

understand
beach
recovery

no
appreciation of
how much the
landscape has
changed

and need to
focus on it, on
a longer
period of time

also would
be very
visible to
the public.

big changes
throughout
the centuries,
not over the
last few years

things that
look natural,
aren't
natural
what looks
artifical is actually
the last thing on
the line of
changes over the
years

degree of

Step 1 | Team 2 - Nick Brodin

10.20 - 10.35

Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
How is your organisation/partnership /consortium currently addressing issues resulting from
climate change?
Organisations
Corporate policies to
adress climate
change but nothing
formal for heriateg
asstets within
hartlepool borough
council

Groundwork
= broad
portfolio of
work
esturies maintain
historic cjaracter
while softening
the edges

'Left behind
communities' vulnerable to
climate change

Work with
the general
culture of the
North East

Old coal
mining
landscapes
and how they
have changed

Similar for
most councils
with this
point of view

Environment
agency Yorkshire and
the NE

Scarborough
borough council corporate policies
- decarbonisation
etc

re-use of buildings
and where to get
their materials from
- no formal policies
in relation to the
historic
environment

MMO - strategic
renewables unit
to meet net zero
targets

Coastal persepctive
adressed more
through adaptation how can we adapt
and buld more
resilient
communities

A lot of our coast
line is a heritage
coast - how do we
mitigate against
more storms,
greater wave attack
etc

Proactive
Historic
Environment advice on flood
defence projects

Ensure that what
we do has a
limitied impact on
heritage assets as
possible

Heritage and
historic
environment marine plans
come in here

Marine plan policies
on heriatge assets seascape //
knowledge and
understanding //
climate change

Challenge - a lot
of our defences
are historic
structures Victorian times

We couldn't build
a structure like
this now - how do
we adapt to get
the grants

Sustainability
and re use of
historic
materials /
buildings

Carbon Net Zero
in 2030 - trying
not to impact on
the carbon
footprint

All policies need
to be considered
in developments
in the marine
space

Conserving and
enhancing
heriateg assets
while mitigating
and adapting to
climate change

Broad ends
that want to
achieve carbon
zero by 2030

Northumberland
County Council

we dont have a
proactive role to
mitgate - we
suggest to resuse
exisitng materials
etc

commitment to net
zero - action plan
written around how
we reach those
targets rather than
looking at
adaptation

Hopefully
contain more
around
adaptation

Heritage as part
of their function planning for
climate change
and looking at
potential impacts

Partnership natural
environment
point of view impact on
affected areas

Hsitoric
Envionment - not
on radar as
partnership
although should
be

Mainstreaming
some of the
historic
thinkikng into
our work

What about
communities
without these sites how do we mitigate
the fact that sites
will be lost?

Partnerships
Questions
Are we
moving as
fast as we
could?

Is there
scope to
move
faster?

Not explicit within
policy - talk more
about sustainability
as oppose to
development in
planning
applicaitions

We don't look at
climate change
and impact right
now =interesting
to consider

Reuse of materials
reuse of buildings
should be important from a heritage point
of view its not flagged
highly when dealing
with applicatrions

Not having the
structure in
place to
comment within
that framework

Financial
resources
are a
struggle

Changing
working
practices - how
to establish
these practices

Not doing
enough, quick
enough in a
co-ordinated
manner

There is scope
to increase our
adaptation
and mitigation

Consortium
Points

We should be
looking at these
kinds of things,
there should be
trigger points

resources
issue for
people dealing
with these
applications

Blyth - food waste
composting team - turned
into a rat infestation worry about scrapping the
plan because of rats
instead of adressing the
problem

Free compost
is one of the
best solutions
there is adaptive

Environment
agency to help
with climate
change

Looking at
building
materials for
flood defences

Low carbon
concrete - we
need develop[ers
to be doing the
same

Some things need to
change in the
system for the
planning authority
to be able to use low
carbon concrete in
their developmetns

This major
change is
needed

There will
always be
conflicts when
implementing
certain schemes

Economics have
a sway over why
organisations
act the way they
do

every decision has
policitcal interest business interest enviornment
interest

Barrier - so many
different
stakeholders that
want different
outcomes

How to
implement things
that are going to
be beneficial
without causing
conflict

Facts / awareness of
green policies - they get
blamed for increase of
gas prices but they're
actually beneficial if
there were more of
them

Takes too long to
get policies
passed - so many
different people /
hurdles to
consider and pass

Coastal pete
deposits that
may be of use
moving
forward

Step 2 - Ideation
What does successful
adaptations to climate
change look like?

15 mins

10.35 - 10.50

Step 2 | Team 1 - Justine Carrion-Weiss

10.35 - 10.50

Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What does a successful adaptation to climate change look like? What is the ideal scenario?
early
dialogue
ITERATIVE
PROCESS
how do we
build a system
that is
constantly
adapted

no end
point to
it
constantly
revisited

well
informed

maintaining
archives and
keeping
track of it

and well
documented?

who
owns
it??

funding
not spending
3 months
through the
process

no way to get
immediate
fundings at
the minute

no funding
body for
erosion

think of
things
holistically

funding is
exacerbating
the issues

macro
and micro
narratives

end
point/date

market
need /
survival
needed

continuity
is key

look at landscape
elements as
processes as
oppose to things
(unlike today)

meadow,
woodland,
etc.

PRIORITISATION
EXRCISE

where you
hit the
public
interest

raise
awareness
with it - media
coverage

resources
won't
always be
there

what can we
actually save?
and what to
we need to
focus on?

what can we
actually do
something
about?

we can't
just
react

governance
and policy
Fundings
again here
are causing
an issue
don't just
create it,
maintain it
too

use
heritage
assets
don't just
re-build, or
recreate

involves a
skill to
maintain it

URGENCY
OF THE
SITUATION

becoming an
increasing issue
and we don't have
the time to go
through the
process

need for
a quicker
response

lack of
capacity

what does
need to be
the focus??

not just
individual
responses
WHO is
motivated
to keep it
going ??

a need for LT
fundings to
deal with
heritage assets

well
informed
people
heritage,
environment,
etc.

embed
informed ways
of working
across the
board

CONTINUITY

network can
help there
to make
connections

needs to be
a mapable
process
how do you
document that
under climate
change because
there are so many
aspects to it

Step 2 | Team 2 - Nick Brodin

10.35 - 10.50

Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What does a successful adaptation to climate change look like? What is the ideal scenario?
To have the
capacity to create
a system to
identify sites that
are vulnerable to
climate change

risk register
to categorise
the problem
and severity

Create a
pathway to
solve these
problems

Good job
for student
placement
Starting point
for risk
register coastal zone
assessments

Climate change
has continually
evolved - some
reports are out
of date

To think
about
Coastal
sites

To think
about
Inland sites

Policies and
framework
to work
around

Solutions that
are
sympathetic to
the
environment

Erosion is quite
important exposing
geological
features - allow
erosion to happen

Making sure we
ensure access public rights of way /
adapting and
providing access so
people can still see
these sites

Continue to
monitor
ground
water levels

Not just a threat
of coastal
erosoion but
change of rain
fall patterns etc

Heritage
lottery
funding to
stabalise

Nature
based
solutions

Avoid making
bigger walls cant keep
doing that
forvever

Avoiding walls
to avoid
ruining key
views /
buildings

Coastal defences town wall
(hartlepool) wall to
the rear to create a
coastal defence
scheme in a
conservation ares

Although it is
intrusive its
done in a
sympathetic
way

It fits within the
historic
environment
and is there for
the right reason

No loss of
historic
assets

Never having to
triage between
what we're going
to defend and
what we're going
to let go

Part of the
everyday
infastructure
to make those
adaptions

Historic england
created a
formula to see
historic
buildings at risk

manage
reallignments allow land to be
flooded with tidal
water - drained
and reclaimed

Defences need
to be more
aestheticly
sympathetic

Business' are
against the sea
wall due to the
aestheic
impact

Thriving
fishing
industry cultural asset?

Budget
constraint

Creates new
habitats for
nature and
prevents us from
building walls

Putting things on
the list will bring it
to attention -'' top
5 endangered
historic buildings
this year''

Get people to
know about it
- shock
factor?

Combining flood
risk data on top of
heriatge data and
see where they
overlap - basic
data to show

Sea walls that are
veryugly - how
can we maintain
these - rock
armour - rock
pools

Rivers - use
leaky dams managed
realignments
on the coast

Need for a quick
over view task - pull
together existing
data to pull together
a snapshot of what
is at risk

Morphing the
fighing
industry into
something
different

rock
armour rock pools

Creation
of
habitat

How people
value the
sense of
place

Offshore
windfarms - kids
are going to grow
up looking at wind
turbines - sense
of place

You have to
lose
something
to gain

Build a sea
wall out of
oyster
shells

Do the owners of the
asset - do they keep
spending on the place
thats actively eroding
or do they accept its
going to go and record
it best they can

Creating more
innovative
solutions that '
just a big wall'

Nature
based in
location
dependant

Need to address
these conflicts
when we put
adaptations in
place

When we do
have to create
walls encorporate
public art

Make it fit new bit of
the
townscape

Have to
adapt
rather than
prevent

There
comes a
good time
to end

Step 3 - Reflection
What is currently in place to
help you achieve this vision?
What is currently getting in
your way of achieving it?
5 mins

10.50 - 10.55

Step 3 | Team 1 - Justine Carrion-Weiss

10.50 - 10.55

Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits

What is currently in place to help you achieve this vision?

Existing public
engagement
with issues
around climate
change

From university
perspectiveincreased
engagement with
'Impact' and
engagement

candid and
informed
networks

Non-heritage
organisations are
beginning to
understand the
value of heritage
assets to excite the
public

larger /
longer
evidence
base

increasingly
shared
sense of
urgency

diverse heritage
sector - commercial,
curatorial,
museums,
community,
academic

Landscape
Scale
Partnerships

Awareness of
issues,
engaged
diverse
community

CoastalPath has
helped raise the
profile of aspects
of the coast
poeple were not
aware of

Willingness to
engage on all
sides (at least
until resources
come into play)

Lots of
local
expertise

Public appetite for
engagement on
cultural heritage/
historic
environment

What is currently getting in your way of achieving it?

capacity - even
when funding
avaibale - not
always easy to
find match
funding

Conceptual
boundaries
e.g. nature-
culture splits

Institutional (admin
and funding)
boundaries between
differnt parts of a
system that needs
to be holistic

short-term
capital
funding
options

need for more
engagement with
public towards
improved
knowledge

lack of
shared
priorities

Management
and
Maintenance
resourcing
issues

Holistic, joined up
approaches
across sectors
and/or
geographical
boundaries

Overarching
co-
ordinating
body
time taken to get
funding in place
(and competition
for limited
funding pots)

Often short
term
perspectives /
planning
timescales

Varying
opinions of
what is
best

Lack of
local
resources

Perception
that
engineering
solutions are
the best

Step 3 | Team 2 - Nick Brodin

10.50 - 10.55

Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits

What is currently in place to help you achieve this vision?

Good knowledge (we can
anticipate what is going to
happen & we have tools,
techniques, materials, skills
to adapt), good people,
numerous interconnected
organisations and belief in
the worth of what we are
trying to protect.

Environment
Act 1995 and
2021

Good
collaboration
between
stakeholders - ie:
EA, Historic
England etc.

Environment
Agency:
EA2025
creating a
better place
Marine Plans form part of policy
framework to guide decision
making in the north east (include
policies on climate change,
heritage assets, seascape etc.)
Not only relevant to
developments in the marine area
but also those on land which
might affect marine area.

public
support to
make
changes

What is currently getting in your way of achieving it?

Conflict between stakeholders,
particularly in a political arena. Needs of
residents, politicians, industry,
conservation and heritage groups can
been competing, especially when
resources are finite. Demolition of the
Futurist Theatre in Scarborough a good
example of this and lead to Conservative
Council being voted out by consituents.

LPAs need more
powers to ask
developers to use
more
environmentally
friendly materials

The inertia of the
status quo - doing as
it has always been
done; older cohort &
top of decsion
making heirarchies

The sheer
overwhelming
complexity of the
problems
associated with
climate change.

Capacity of
decision-
makers

Resources time/mone
y/staffing

More publicity of good
examples in one place
would help share
knowledge as there's
obviously solutions out
there i.e. Scarborough
Italian Gardens etc

financial
resources

encouraging
everyone to do
their bit.
Developers,
utilities, energy
providers etc

Government pledge
to meet carbon net
zero by 2050 and
many organisations
pledge to reach it by
2030

Historic Environment
Records could be
overlaid with
information from other
sources i.e. flood zones
etc to highlight
heritage at risk quickly

Step 4
What needs to be done
differently to achieve this
vision?

25 mins

10.55 - 11.20

Step 4 | Team 1 - Justine Carrion-Weiss

10.55 - 11.20

Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What needs to be done differently to achieve this vision?
compact
heritatge
in the NE

but not well
connected with
people who are
taking care of
this heritage

actvities
like today
really help

wider
perspectives
needs to be
exchange

Strategies?
Projects?
national
overview

deal with it
in a
meaningful
way

overarching
bodies can
play an
essential role

case
studies

regional
basis is
working
well

but make
sure the
bigger picture
is there

try to
draw on
that

has to be
done
nationally

Infrastructures?
you can
now talk
to people

but ask people
to think about
the lT term
impact of that
project

networking &
resourcing
the networks
too

people can be
stretched tso
make sure
resources are in
place for
implementation

getting the
message
over

engaging
people
more
generally

revenue
funding

LT

More
revenue
funding
needed

Ability to
influence
funding
criteria

Seascapes
engaging
people along
the coastline

little about
the
heritage at
the minute

mostly
about the
ecology at
the minute

what is
the
Coast?

really important
parts of the
story that might
not be thought
of as heritage

impact and
retrofitting
building

get the narrative
away from just
waves
damaging the
coastline

a lot of
different
communities

makes it
more
difficult as
it is siloed

some work
required to
see that as a
connected
whole

People?

who
manages
it??

Tools & methods?

tell them
about what
they don't
know

Policies?
understanding
the public
value

cultural
heritage

there is
a gap
there

understand
what people
like, would like
to get out of

evidencing
that for
funding

evaluation
about cultural
heritage on
our coasts

how do people
perceive their
historical
environment

open
access
who is
using it?
how many?

difficult to
get
unskewed
information

get rounded
responses
about all the
groups that are
engging with it

literacy also
plays a role
in surveys
for example

understand
how people
access the
coast

understanding
the value

Step 5 | Share your insights with the rest of the group

holisitic approach
- bigger picture
that alkl regional
initiatives are
working toward

Strategies?
More analysis of
which assets are
most at risk
from climate
change

which assets
are most at
risk - get in
public eye

Projects?

setting up a
direction
for
everyone

long term thing,
not just short
term - make sure
we're recording
whats happening

record
it!

buildng a
big wall is
not the best
approach

Infrastructures?

hard
engineering
vs soft
engineering
national coast
and hertiage is
there
responsibility

natural
defences

Clearer
overarcching
startegies

more
ambition

Policies?
calrifying
what is
the coast

what is
impacting
heritage - not
just waves

Tools & methods?

sharing
back to
the people

fudning
problems

engaging
people ina
more clear
way

People?

better
engagement with
people - better
understanding for
both parties

help with
change of
behaviours

need for
fudning to be
on a longer
term basis

keep reviewing
what is being
done, get to an
endpoint and
start again

change of
tradjectary

Step 5
Share your insights with
the rest of the group.

5 mins

11.20 - 11.30

Step 4 | Team 2 - Nick Brodin

10.55 - 11.20

Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What needs to be done differently to achieve this vision?
Coastal areas and
inter tidal rather
than the whole area
- more work to
integrate the marine
plans with the local
plans

Need for a
disruptor uber / bitcoin
exmaples jump us ahead

re-wilding
drive - nature
based
soltuions

escape the
strictures
of the
status quo

More limber
and adaptable
- quicker in
movement

Thinking outside
the box - do
something
completely
different

Marine
plan
2021

Sharing of
information

data
combined
with other
organisations

Strategies?

Projects?
Having
more
ambition

Base line
syndrome come to
accept for
what it is

Sea - out of
sight, out of
mind land
protection is
more obvious

More
ambitious of
protected
areas

Infrastructures?

More
information to
more people get it in
peoples minds

People accept things
in a certain way more positives
arrive when we
shake up with more
ambition

overarching
framework to
support
everything from
the ground up

People?
More protected
areas knowledge of
the benefits of
these

Tools & methods?

Better
communication
with people who
live in local
authorities and
our customers

We need the
buy in to take
action against
climate change

The more
engament and
support we
have from the
public the better

Info
sharing - to
co design
continium

Need for active
engagement with
the public to get
their opinions on
schemes

People need to
value the scheme
- benefits
alongside the
defences we
provride

Need to be
made to feel
like they are
part of the
discussion

Policies link to people.
Better understanding of
public perceptions of the
importance of
heritage/historic
environment/landscape
and how this is valued
would help policy
development.

Policies
and co-
ordination
regional
level clearer
overachring
policies

climate change
doesnt stop at
your local
authority

Needs to be
addressed at both
levels - small
changes make big
difference

Policies?
councils have
local plans in
place - visions
with that

national coast
and hertiage is
there
responsibility

Clearer
overarhing
strategies

A lot of
funding
directed at the
higher levels
of government

Broader
plan that
everyone
works to?
Can feel
disjointed - lots
of stakeholders
working on their
own vision

LUNCH BREAK
See you at 1.00pm!
Or 12.30pm if you
fancy a chat with
others.

Lunch Break conversation

Step 1 - Presentation
Current data

10 mins

1.00 - 1.10

Current data | Heather Bell - The Rivers Trust

 he Coastal Data Explorer:
T
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=d5a3fcd28b9c4cde9caf894cbc690e4a

The Catchment Data Hub: https://data.catchmentbasedapproach.org/

A user needs survey for the Coastal Data Explorer:
https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/da6a792f27d6456eb9dd219969f0e108

Step 2 - Ideation
What needs to be
created or put in place
to address climate
change?
35 mins

1.10 - 1.45

Step 2 | Team 1 - Justine Carrion-Weiss
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What needs to be created or put in place to address climate change?

Coastal
coordination

Mapping to
help
understand
the different
networks

to understand
how they
engage and
what they've
done

3Cs for
example what is it?
national
coordination
of local

how best to
do work with
the different
networks

so many great
initiatives that
come and go
so easily

where do you
find the data
after the
project is over

plethora
of
projects

capturing a
lot of good
things

what is
planned

what has
been
delivered

Tools & methods?
but think
long term
and don't be
a gold fish!

make it
sustainable,
and document
what is being
done

make the point
for the
different
aspects of
heritage

reverse
argument

we need to
make sure
that. people
understand
that it is LT

need to think
about and have
conversations
about
consequences

more
events like
that to do
this!

curated
thematically

very
difficult to
get your
voice heard

Coastal Data
Explore
really
helpful

probably why
there is not
much data
about heritage
in there

bundle
of data

old
victorian
drainage
systems

Strategies?

variety of
data sources
that could be
used there

what are
the big
questions

Scotland
have started
working on
that

so what's
the
coast?

what is
aspirational

Good
practice

a dozen of
3Cs project
for
example

Infrastructures?

what are
the
unknown
responses?

what do
people need to
know to
engage in their
areas

would help
universities
to focus their
research

experts

key bits of
legislation
and
strategies

what is
the
focus

a lot of
barriers and
things to
overcome

stakeholders

how do we
get ahold
of those
who retired

what are
the
directives

how do
we access
archives

demonstrated
projects on how
integrating historic
environment into
coastal
management

needs to be
integrated
from the
start

Projects?

SeaScapes
in quite
unusual in
that

environment-
led

public

research
framework

look and
connect with
regional
colleagues

find ways for non-
expert to navigate
the data and gain
knowledge about
it

universities
and
regional
initiatives

needs to be
more
organised and
more long-
term

heritage
england
regional
office

coastal
approach
on
resources

should be
part of any
decision
making!

fundings are
needed to
coordinate
those
networks

difficult to
keep going
without
getting in
touch

sharing the
value of
bringing
people
together

heritage
isn't
included

Policies?

probably
should be
national
instead of
regional

integrates historic
environment,
landscaping and
natural
environment

language

People?

support officer
in each
network /
partnership?

national
park
initiative

policies within
non-heritage
org needs to
be addressed

environment
organisation
for example

some
definition of
environment
exclude
heritage

huge split
between
heritage and
environment
in England

others
don't
if it were to
incorporate
historic
environment, it
would really help
push the agenda

so what is
the
definition
exactly

causes a
lot of
issues

philosophical
problem

people
excluded from
heritage it as a
problem

heritage is
always
incorporating
people

enironmental issues
reflects people
doing bad things
when it's actually a
resukt of interaction
between people and
their surroundings

stage
0 clock

you can't turn
it back, but
you can turn
it forward

positive
message

learn
from your
mistake

a more
holistic
approach

Step 2 | Team 2 - Nick Brodin
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What needs to be created or put in place to address climate change?
Capacity
and
resourcing
issue

Is the issue we
don't have
enough money?
or enough over
a time

Mix of
both

Most are lottery
supported additional funds are
required from
elsewhere to
support these
projects

Local
authorities
can't do it
alone

Staff
challenges

More cross
secoral
working

Exclusive
management
of schemes for
a short period
of time

Need for
nature
based
solutions

Should always
be considered
before hard
engineering

Better link
with
different
strategies

Set some targets
for us to achieve
to set frameworks
with what we
need go

The
limestone
landscapes
partnership

Infrastructures?
EV charging
terminals for
free in the
car parks

Where
does storm
water go?

Sea walls or
do we have
floods?

Do we need to
start thinking
about a' good
death'

What we
can lose vs
what we
cant lose

Do we have
appropriate
standards to
record a death of
a building / site

Funded
by the
HLF

combines
specialisms and
community
engagement to get
people involved in
the coast line

The
limestone
landscapes
partnership

School children
looking at
wildlife and
heritage along
the coast

Mechansisms
that are in use
but we're not
championing
their success

Local planning
authority issues
as we dont have
time to engage as
much as we like to

Engage trusts
with big
developers in
the vicitinity

Collaborations are
great but we dont
have the capacity
to enagage with
the projects

Do we have
sufficient
capacity to be
able to record
in the region?

Academics and
archeologists combination
of work - case studies need
to be joined together to
come up with a startegy to
move forward

Often a lot
of the work
is done by
volunteers

Do the volunteers
have sufficient
support? Backed
by professionals?

Exlcusive
climate change
groups needed

Climate
change is
rarely an item
on the agenda

How we can
share the
knowledge on
things that
already exist

Resources
from
heriatage
perspective

Fewer and fewer
people that can
provide
specialist advice

Schemes
for training
in the past

How do we
respond to
this?
Museum of
London project Lloyds, national
trust and lottery
fund

How do we
continue to
benefit from
assets that we
may lose?

How do we
share that
with the
public?

Seascapes
partnership
project

Do and should
work more closely
together to get a
more joined up
approach

Countryside
wardens
would take
volunteers

Needs to be
permenantly
funded not
just short term
basis

Are there
mechanisms in
place to move
volunteers into
the right place?

So we dont
lose the
knowledge
/ learning

You can't
seperate
the two

Strategies?

Delivery for
business'
onboarding
process?

Projects?

Isn't a historic
environment
and a natural
one - its all one
environment!

Sub areas that do
do signposting
mechanisms in
the historic
environment

County
Durham
history forum good outlet for
signposting

Knowledge
transfer

VOLUNTEERS

Difficult
sustaining
volunteers
without
dedicated staff

Invest more in
volunteering
to make a
bigger impact

Increase
awareness

People?
Joint
talking

Tools & methods?

energy providers
etc / utilities we
need to be talking
to one another
and working
together

Gives
directions of
how to do
things too, as
well as policies

How can we
incresae
awareness and
move it up the
table of
importance

Hard to pin
down what
you need
to do

Format where
people can share
where mistakes
have been made
and good practice
etc

Policies?

Share of
knowledge
Strong, overarching
policies to ensure
ambitious, coordinated
adaptation and
mitigation strategies (Peter Allen,
Scarborough BC)

Initiatives that
generate an
econonomic return shaking a money
tree with only so
many leaves

Step 3
Now, share your
insights back with the
rest of the group

5 mins

1.45 - 1.55

Step 3 | Share your insights with the rest of the group

agreed
on
jargon

Need for
nature
based
solutions

definitions
of words
some
definitions of
heritage dont
include the
environment

Look after
themselves

Staff
funding

Strategies?

Continued
funding
needed

Bulild upon
whats
being done

Projects?

nature
based
solutions
needed

Funding

necessity for
national
corodination
Volunteering

Infrastructures?

How to move
volunteers into
better places assigned to
opportunities

Moving
forward the
message jargon etc

How we
share these
things

capturing
the data

difficult to
get your
voice heard
in this area

Tools & methods?
What are the
big questions
that need to
be asnswered?

Knowledge
sharing

Events like now
are valuable in
bringing people
together

ALL
STAKEHOLDERS
CONSIDERED

data /
archiving

Share
good
practice

People?
involve
evberyone in
the
conversations

need a
mechanism
in place

Policies?

Closing
We have just finished
workshop 3.
And now, what?

Next Steps
1

2

3

Natural environment & fisheries
Today - Stakeholders

Coastal defence & economy
Feb. 28th - Stakeholders

Historic environment
& cultural assets
March 8th - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
Today - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
Feb. 28th - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
March 8th - Stakeholders

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Final Event
March 29th - Stakeholders

Draft Action Plan
Stakeholders & The Blooming
Platypus

Feedback

What worked well about this session?
meeting
new
people

listening to
less
appreciated (in
my day job)
perspectives

demo of
Coastal
Data
Explorer

considered
facilitation

What didn't work so well?
the morning session
felt long - it would
have been helpful if
both sessions could
be done on a
morning with a
break

some of the questions
were open ended more direct questions
about smaller topic
areas might have
garnered more insight

opportunity to
share thoughts in
a discussion and
having someone
else record them

change in
direction to break
up the session
and use the miro
board to break up
the morning

information on
the Coastal
Data Explorer i wasn't aware
of this

Any other questions we can follow up on or things we didn't get to?

Q&As
Or you can email your question to Justine at justine@thebloomingplatypus.com
She'll get back to you ASAP. Thank you!

Thank you for
your time &
energy!

✨

How might we address
challenges in historic
environment &
cultural assets
resulting from climate
change?

How might we address
challenges in historic
environment &
cultural assets
resulting from climate
change?

